Simple visual-reaction times (VRT) were measured for a variety of stimuli selected along red-green (L − M axis) and blue-yellow [S − ͑L+M͒ axis] directions in the isoluminant plane under different adaptation stimuli. Data were plotted in terms of the RMS cone contrast in contrast-threshold units. For each opponent system, a modified Piéron function was fitted in each experimental configuration and on all adaptation stimuli. A single function did not account for all the data, confirming the existence of separate postreceptoral adaptation mechanisms in each opponent system under suprathreshold conditions. The analysis of the VRT-hazard functions suggested that both color-opponent mechanisms present a well-defined, transient-sustained structure at marked suprathreshold conditions. The influence of signal polarity and chromatic adaptation on each color axis proves the existence of asymmetries in the integrated hazard functions, suggesting separate detection mechanisms for each pole (red, green, blue, and yellow detectors).
INTRODUCTION
The importance of vision in humans suggests that color supplies valuable information in the analysis of visual scenes. 1, 2 Thus color coding starts early in the retina where L (long-), M (middle-), and S (short-) wavelength cone signals are combined in each eye to provide three separate pathways: a luminance ͑L+M͒ axis and two chromatic-opponent-cone axes, a red-green ͑L−M͒ axis, and a blue-yellow axis ͓S−͑L+M͔͒. These are usually called the cardinal directions in the color space. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] After these precortical stages, sensitivity along these cardinal axis becomes more diffuse, and multiple higher-order processes have been suggested. 2, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In the analysis of the structure of the chromatic-coding systems, chromatic adaptation plays a central role. Studies based on the temporal dynamics of adaptation have confirmed the existence of longer integration times at equiluminance. 13 When chromatic saturation increases in the adapting field, temporal integration diminishes, suggesting a separate adaptive process in relation to the luminance system. 14 At the same time, several studies using a probe-flash paradigm have corroborated the existence of separate postreceptoral adaptive mechanisms in the LϪM-and S-cone pathways [15] [16] [17] with mutual orthogonal interactions. 18 Few studies have treated the influence of chromatic adaptation at equiluminance using reaction times as the temporal parameter. Simple reaction times, defined as the time that elapses from stimulus presentation until an observer's response is registered 19, 20 (e.g., by pressing a key), offer the noteworthy possibility of exploring the relationship between visual latencies and their underlying physiological background for the whole eye-brain-hand system at suprathreshold conditions. 8, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Previous works have found that chromatic adaptation influences perceived contrast, producing selectivity changes along cardinal and intermediate color axes on the isoluminant plane. 8 Thus, it was found that mean visual-reaction times (VRTs) for contrast changes are sensitive to the chromatic-adaptation level evaluated in terms of Stiles's mechanisms or for both cardinal and noncardinal color axes on the isoluminance plane. 8, 21, 22, 24 In the present study, we use simple visual-reaction times (VRTs) as an alternative technique to study the temporal process in contrast detection after chromatic adaptation. We develop two levels of analysis. First, to examine the site of red-green and blue-yellow adaptation mechanisms, mean VRTs are measured along different color axes at isoluminance under different adaptation stimuli (i.e., stimuli confined along different LϪM-or S-cone axes under different adapting levels). Taking into account Piéron's law in terms of the RMS cone contrast scaled in threshold units, mean reaction times increased as the RMS cone contrast decreased. 19, 21, 22 Thus, if a single function account for all the data in the red-green direction under different adapting conditions, contrast detection will not be affected by the level of chromatic adaptation adopted, so that we can assume the existence of a single adaptive stage in the LϪM-cone system, presumably at the photoreceptor level. In the contrary case, if a single function fit each LϪM axis better under each adapting condition, contrast detection is influenced by the level of chromatic adaptation, and thus first-and secondsite adaptive processes should be considered within the red-green chromatic-opponent mechanism, the latter presumably associated at the postreceptoral level (analogously for the S-cone system). Second, since mean values come from VRT distributions for each experimental configuration, we can analyze reaction-time distributions to ascertain possible differences between the red-green and blue-yellow systems not reflected in the mean values. 19, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] To examine the information available in VRT raw data, several equivalent forms of representation could be chosen. Traditional approaches have used probability density functions (pdf), denoted f͑t͒, suggesting the existence of transient (sensitivity to the onset and offset stimulus) and sustained (sensitivity to the steady-state stimulus level) systems for different spatial and chromatic configurations. 19, 22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] However, the hazard function h͑t͒ provides an alternative perspective analysis that becomes important in characterizing VRT distributions. Starting from f͑t͒ and its corresponding cumulative distribution function F͑t͒, h͑t͒ defined as h͑t͒ = f͑t͒ / ͓1−F͑t͔͒ represents the tendency for a generic event to occur at time t, if this event failed to occur prior to t. 19, 25, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Knowing the hazard function h͑t͒ we can get F͑t͒ and f͑t͒, and vice versa, so that the same distributional information is available. 19 Nevertheless, in vision, h͑t͒ has been successfully used to enhance differences in the right tails for similar pdfs. 19, 25 It has provided distinctive information in terms of transient and sustained systems under different conditions, such as the influence of signal intensity, 19 comparison of luminance versus equiluminance signals, 25 or evaluation of a wide variety of reaction-time models. 19, 31, 32 The comparison of two hazard functions is stronger than the comparison of their respective F͑t͒ or pdfs in the sense that important properties of hazard functions cannot be inferred from the latter functions. [33] [34] [35] Therefore, we extend previous work on VRT by examining VRT-hazard functions in and between red-green and blue-yellow equiluminance systems by analyzing the role of chromatic adaptation.
METHODS

A. Observers
One of the authors (JA) and an additional volunteer (MC) were used as observers, a number similar to that of other studies in VRT tasks at equiluminance. 8, 21, 22, [24] [25] [26] [28] [29] [30] Both subjects had normal color vision (according to the Ishihara test, Pickford-Nicholson anomaloscopy, and Dichotomique Farnsworth 15D test) and normal stereopsis (according to stereo-fly tests). Observer MC was inexperienced while observer JA was highly experienced in VRT experiments. JA wore corrective lenses during VRT tasks.
B. Apparatus and Calibration
The stimuli were presented on a CRT-color monitor connected to a microcomputer equipped with a graphic card of 8 bits per channel. The monitor was adjusted to a resolution of 1024 points per 768 lines, with a vertical frequency scanning of 74 Hz. The chromaticity and luminance of the stimuli were controlled by calibrations with a SpectraScan PR-704 PhotoResearch Spectroradiometer every six months. To produce the stimuli with particular CIE-1931 coordinates and luminance, we used a modified calibration method of Post and Calhoun. 21, 36, 37 Observers were seated 70 cm from the CRT in a dark room and used a chin rest for head stabilization.
C. Isoluminant Stimuli
Isoluminant stimuli were confined to a reference luminance plane of 12 cd/ m 2 . For both observers a minimumflicker photometric procedure 8, 13, 14, 21, 22, 25, [38] [39] [40] [41] was used to match the luminance of each stimulus with the corresponding reference stimulus. We chose stimuli in the CIE-1931 chromaticity diagram along three tritan confusion lines (S-cone axis or LϪM-constant-cone axis) 42 labeled BY1, BY2, and BY3 as well as along three red-green lines (S-constant-cone axis) 42 selected as the intersection of the lines BY1 versus RG1, BY2 versus RG2, and BY3 versus RG3. Figure 1 represents all the stimuli selected in the CIE-1931 chromaticity diagram. For each reference stimulus, Table 1 shows the ͑x , y͒ chromaticity coordinates and the corresponding cone-input values of the opponent mechanisms in Boynton's two-stage color space. 6, 7 All stimuli were 1.5°uni-form circular patches and were presented on a dark background. They were foveally presented with the natural pupil of the right eye (the left eye was covered with a black patch).
Previous works have examined reaction-time histograms in color vision to near-threshold intensity increments. [28] [29] [30] Lennie 23 concluded that long-duration suprathreshold stimuli could evoke more transient responses under light background illumination, whereas Ueno, 25 Schwartz, 29 and Schwartz and Loop 28 suggested that the chromatic system has a weak transient response to stimulus onset (a quasi-sustained mechanism). Reaction-time distributions at suprathreshold conditions could enhance differences between transient and sustained mechanisms within each opponent pathway and thus could characterize better the role of the transient component at isoluminance. In the current study, all of the stimuli presented were clearly discriminated with respect to the reference stimulus, and therefore the VRT was determined under suprathreshold conditions.
D. Procedure
VRTs for manual responses were determined following the standard procedure 8, 14, 21, 25, [38] [39] [40] in order to ensure that only pure chromatic changes at isoluminance were detected by the observer. The isolation of the chromatic opponent axis and the validity of this experimental procedure have been tested previously. 21, [38] [39] [40] VRTs were taken independently in each red-green or blue-yellow confusion line. At the beginning of each session, the subject was allowed 3 min to adapt to darkness and 3 min additional to adapt to the corresponding reference stimulus. At this point, a tone followed by a 7 s pause signaled the start of a trial. After a random delay to avoid anticipation (3 -7 s, uniform sampling distribution), the reference stimulus was instantaneously changed to the test stimulus, the change being synchronized with the beginning of the video refresh cycle. The test stimulus that replaced the reference remained on until the subject responded to the stimulus onset by pressing the button on the mouse connected to the microcomputer to indicate that a stimulus change had been perceived. Immediately following a response, the test stimulus was replaced by the reference stimulus. Observers did not know which stimulus was the next in the sequence, and therefore their task consisted only of responding as soon as possible to an intensity change at equiluminance. Each test stimulus was randomly presented a total of 12 times during a session. We performed a number of sessions until reaching a distribution of no less than 70 VRT for each test stimulus. The computer clock was programmed to measure VRT with 1 ms accuracy.
E. Data Analysis
In each session, the first reaction times were excluded. False alarms were discarded as were those below 110 ms in accordance with the standard procedure. 43 On the other hand, reaction times exceeding 1500 ms were rejected as misses. These cutoff values were similar to those used in other studies of simple reaction times. 21, 22, [25] [26] [27] 30 We applied two classes of analysis: mean VRT values and their corresponding reaction-time distributions represented by the hazard function.
Mean Value
The VRT value for each change in stimulus was taken as the arithmetic mean of the distribution. 44 Chromatic changes at isoluminance were expressed in terms of the RMS cone contrast,
where L C , M C , and S C represent the L, M, and S Weber cone-contrast fractions in relation to the L-, M-, and S-cone values of the reference stimulus selected. RMS cone-contrast values were scaled in threshold units. For this, chromaticity thresholds were determined for each observer on each color axis by the method of limits. 46 Observers were adapted to the corresponding reference stimulus for 3 min, maintaining the same spatial configuration as in the previous VRT experiments. Table 2 shows the chromaticity thresholds obtained on each tritan (BY1, BY2, and BY3) and red-green confusion line (RG1, RG2, and RG3) in terms of the RMS cone contrast. From Table  2 , we concluded that the threshold values were polarity dependent (red, green, blue, and yellow) in relation to the reference stimulus selected.
Then, mean VRTs were fitted for each LϪM-and S-cone axis according to a modified Piéron function: 22, 47 
where C is the RMS cone contrast expressed in contrast threshold units, VRT 0 the asymptotic or irreducible part of the VRT, and k a constant. When VRTs are plotted in terms of 1 / C, k can be considered the slope of the linear relationship and the inverse k −1 the reaction-time (RT)-contrast gain factor of the underlying detection mechanism.
22,47
Hazard Function
The qualitative properties of hazard functions can be used to inspect the activity in each chromatic-opponent system. Since f͑t͒ and F͑t͒ tend to zero and unity, respectively, for large time values t, the hazard function h͑t͒, defined as (in events per millisecond)
does not converge to a finite value ͑0/0͒, and therefore h͑t͒ should not be inferred directly from VRT distributions. Following previous studies, 19, 25, 31 we used a nonparametric procedure, the random-smoothing method, 48 to examine and compare hazard functions and to prevent unstable estimations in the upper-right tails. Thus, for a fixed, steady, step-onset intensity signal, the hazard function should present a peaked form, i.e., first increasing until reaching a maximum, then decreasing to an intermediate nonzero value, and finally remaining roughly constant (the asymptotic level). 19 Models of hazard functions can be associated with two possible systems to account for the pattern found: a transient and a sustained mechanism-that is, the hazard function for a transient system h T ͑t͒, which is sensitive to flash onset and offset, will increase to a maximum and then decrease to zero. The hazard function of a sustained system h S ͑t͒, which presents sensitivity to the steadystate intensity level, will increase gradually until reaching the asymptote. 19, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 31, 32 A transient mechanism is characterized by a number of cascade filters with an initial gain or amplitude response having a constant processing speed or channel rate (analogously for a sustained one). Differences in and between transient and sustained channels are attributable to the input amplitude responses, the number of stages involved, and differences in the channel rates of decay to zero or to reach the asymptote, respectively. 31, 32 It is assumed that both subsystems can operate together in an independent parallel process but predominantly at short (transient) and long (sustained) time intervals. 19, 31, 32 Thus, a simple representation for channel models that work in parallel can be provided by hazard functions taking the sum of the corresponding internal hazard functions. 19 In the case of a transient-sustained system, it follows that
Regarding the luminance axis, the effects of signal intensity showed that at high luminance levels the transient peak is more pronounced, whereas at low luminance stimuli the peak is less accentuated or absent. 19, 31 The qualitative behavior of hazard functions was used to compare signals; that is, it was found that h͑t͒ has a lower hazard rate, being slightly peaked and then reaching the asymptote faster when the chromatic mechanisms are isolated in relation to the luminance axis (i.e., a quasisustained mechanism). 25 As a consequence of h͑t͒, the cumulative or integrated hazard function H͑t͒, defined as
was applied to inspect the total completion stage at any time t and thus to examine the capacity level in the visual-information-processing systems. Mean VRT value indicates, on average, how fast the observer completes the task, whereas F͑t͒ represents the unconditional probability that the task will be completed at or before time t.
However, H͑t͒ provides a better indication of the working state over the entire reaction-time distribution. H͑t͒ comes from a conditional probability function; that is, a high hazard rate h͑t͒ implies a strong likelihood of completing the task at time t if it failed to occur prior to t. Thus H͑t͒ can be considered a better measure of the capacity of the system's performance, providing the total number of events registered at or before time t.
35,49-51
Previous works have developed a capacity coefficient for redundant-target signals based on H͑t͒ for which reaction times are affected by the number of detectors involved or the number of items selected. 50, 51 On the analogy of these previous studies, we follow a similar comparison on H͑t͒ by taking the blue-yellow signal as a baseline. Thus, we assert that if the red-green integrated hazard function ͓H RG ͑t͔͒ presents a higher value than the blue-yellow function ͓H BY ͑t͔͒ (i.e., ͓H RG ͑t͒ Ͼ H BY ͑t͔͒), then the red-green system can be said to present supercapacity effects at that time t. That is, the red-green system provides a processing speed [in terms of H͑t͒] that is better than for the blue-yellow case. Analogously, if H RG ͑t͒ = H BY ͑t͒, it can be said that both systems present unlimited capacity effects; that is, the red-green system provides a processing speed as good as but no better than the blue-yellow case at that time t. Finally, if H RG ͑t͒ Ͻ H BY ͑t͒, it can be said that the red-green system presents limited capacity effects-that is, the red-green system has a longer processing speed in relation to the blueyellow case at time t.
Therefore, a comparison of two hazard functions can provide useful information about not only the quasisustained structure of chromatic mechanisms at isoluminance, but a dominance based on comparison of two hazard functions at any time t. This dominance will suggest a difference in capacity in terms of H͑t͒. Following Eq. (3), F͑t͒ can be expressed as
Thus, a dominance in H͑t͒ implies a dominance based on their cumulative functions F͑t͒, which indicates an ordering in their mean values. However, the reciprocal does not follow: [33] [34] [35] 49 
where h͑t͒ X , h͑t͒ Y ; H͑t͒ X , H͑t͒ Y ; F͑t͒ X , F͑t͒ Y ; and VRT X , VRT Y represent the hazard, cumulative hazard, and cumulative probability functions and the VRT mean values in the test experimental conditions X and Y, respectively.
RESULTS
A. Mean Visual-Reaction Times versus RMS Cone Contrast
For both observers, for each cardinal direction, and for each individual confusion line, a Piéron function expressed by Eq. (2) was fitted under each adapting stimulus using the common fitting procedure in terms of reciprocal RMS cone contrast 22, 47 , as well as a nonlinear leastsquares method 19, 21 [L − M axis: RG1, RG2, and RG3
separately; S − ͑L+M͒ axis: BY1, +BY2, −BY2, and BY3, separately] (different dashed lines). Regarding the blueyellow line BY2, it should be noted that two subclasses were examined and labeled as +BY2 and −BY2 according to the polarity of the signal. On the other hand, for each color axis, mean VRTs were mixed from RG1, RG2, and The values with * in each color axis indicate the fit parameters taking all the VRT data. = 0.13; S-cone axis: JA, R 2 = 0.54; MC, R 2 = 0.52), indicating that a single linear function offers a poor description of all the data. Therefore, chromatic adaptation affects contrast detection within the L − M-or in the S−͑L+M͒-color axis at isoluminance. Since RMS conecontrast values were scaled in terms of the chromaticity thresholds, the results cannot be explained in terms of the cone-specific contrast-adaptation mechanisms, and therefore it is concluded that there is a second site-adaptive opponent process in the L − M and also in the S pathways. The influence of chromatic adaptation provokes different response delays in the L − M and in the S contrastdetection mechanisms. Table 3 shows that the magnitude of the RT-contrast factor (the slope k) as well as the y axis intercept (the irreducible part VRT 0 ) changes according to the confusion line selected and thus with the chromaticadaptation level adopted. Regarding the former, no clear trend was found in terms of the adaptation level. However, the RT-contrast factors k were polarity dependent (RG1 or RG2 versus RG3; BY1 or +BY2 versus BY3 or −BY2). This also supported fixing the adaptive stage in the blue-yellow case (+BY2 versus −BY2). The influence of chromatic adaptation was also reflected in the magnitude of the asymptotic term VRT 0 , which differed on each axis. Thus, the L − M mechanisms supported a much broader variability (JA a range of 70 ms; MC, 51 ms), suggesting that chromatic adaptation exerts some degree of influence at this stage. On the other hand, the variability found in the blue-yellow system was of a lesser degree, so that VRT 0 values were restricted to a narrower interval (JA, 24 ms; MC, 14 ms). Figure 3 shows examples of hazard functions at isoluminance. For both observers, both L − M and S hazard functions follow the standard patterns found in previous studies-that is, hazard functions increase until they reach a maximum, decrease to a nonzero value, and then remain roughly constant. 19, 25 Rows (A) and (B) show the effect of signal intensity in the red-green (RG2) and blueyellow systems (BY1), respectively. The results corroborate the qualitative properties found in the luminance axis; 19, 25 that is, at high RMS cone-contrast values, the hazard function becomes more peaked, presenting a hightailed form. At low RMS cone contrasts, the peak was less pronounced or absent and the hazard rate increased smoothly to the asymptotic value. Thus, the dominance of high-over low-intensity signals in h͑t͒ at any time t produces an ordering in VRTs, as Eq. (7) Row (C) compares the activity between the red-green and blue-yellow systems. Examples were selected under the same adapting conditions (JA, RG2 versus BY2; MC, RG3 versus BY3). To maintain the same intensity level, we selected equal RMS cone-contrast values (scaled in threshold units) on each color axis. The results indicate that both systems present similar hazard rates at short time intervals ͑Ͻ500 ms͒ with different responses at long time intervals. In both cases a total dominance in h͑t͒ was not found, so that mean VRTs did not differ between both chromatic opponent systems (JA:RG2 versus BY2, two sample t-test, t = 0.65, p = 0.51; MC:RG3 versus BY3, t = 0.95, p = 0.34).
RG3 (L −
M axis) or from BY1, +BY2, −BY2, and BY3 [S − ͑L+M͒ axis] and fitted to a single linear equation (solid lines
B. Hazard Functions at Isoluminance
Row (D) examines the effect of chromatic adaptation in the transient and sustained systems. Examples were selected to maintain the same RMS cone contrast but different adaptation levels (RG2 versus RG1). The adaptive stage was labeled in accordance with the cone-input values provided by Boynton's two-stage color-vision model. 6, 7 According to the cases inspected (greenish stimuli), for both observers on changing from RG2 to RG1, the adaptation level rose in the blue-yellow direction (yellow, from −7 to −70) and diminished in the opposite pole (red, from +20 to +8). On the basis of our experimental conditions, the hazard rate shifted along the time axis toward the left, producing a dominance of the RG1 over the RG2 hazard function at any time t so that a high hazard rate was presented not only in the sustained but also in the transient mechanisms. Thus, RG1 mean values were shorter (two sample t-test, JA: t = 8.65, p Ͻ 0.001; MC: t = 5.94, p Ͻ 0.001).
Rows (A) and (B) show that both red-green and blueyellow systems display hazard functions at isoluminance compatible with a transient-sustained mechanism at marked suprathreshold conditions. Both transient and sustained systems are sensitive to the chromaticadaptation stage selected, as row (D) indicates. However, under identical intensity stimulation values and under the same adapting conditions, row (C) suggests that differences between L − M and S hazard functions could be attributable to the existence of more than a single sustained mechanism. This is supported by models of reaction-time hazard function that can characterize the properties of sustained channels in terms of different gain or amplitude responses and different channel rates to reach different maximum asymptotic values. 31, 32 At the same time, the similarity of h͑t͒ at short times ͑t Ͻ 500 ms͒ supports the notion that both chromatic opponent systems share a common transient mechanism.
However, there is no single common transient channel. Figure 4 presents examples of the overall hazard functions-that is, the hazard functions calculated using all the VRTs estimated in each confusion line (JA, RG2 versus BY2; MC, RG1 versus BY1). The existence of multiple peaks with different hazard rates before reaching the asymptotic level is compatible with the notion of multiple transient-channel sensitivity to different contrast changes within each opponent system. 19, 31, 32 Models of reaction-time hazard function are compatible with the displacement observed in the transient peaks along the time axis in the sense that transient channels can be characterized assuming different gain-amplitude responses with different channel rates of decay to zero producing similar effects. Figure 5 represents the overall integrated hazard functions H͑t͒ (in total events registered) in the L − M and S axis at isoluminance-that is, the cumulative hazard functions calculated using all the VRTs estimated in each confusion line. Data are classified according to the reference stimuli selected: row (A), RG3 versus BY3; row (B), RG2 versus BY2; row (C) RG1 versus BY1. In each row, the adaptive stage within each opponent system is labeled according to the cone-input values provided by Boynton's two-stage color-vision model. 6, 7 For each observer and at each adaptive stage, both opponent mechanisms show different saturation levels, i.e., different asymptotic maximum values, with higher levels in the blue-yellow system. The red-green system reveals supercapacity [in terms of H͑t͒] at short time intervals, while the blueyellow system has supercapacity only at long time intervals, just after the red-green mechanism reaches the saturation level, thus suggesting a more sustained effect in terms of task completion times. from RG1 to RG2, the adaptation level diminishes in the blue-yellow direction (yellow, from −70 to −7) and the adaptive stage rises in the red pole (from +8 to +20). The net result in row (B) is that reddish (RG3) presents supercapacity effects over greenish stimuli (RG2) for most of the times. Regarding the blue-yellow system, in Fig. 7 row (A) shows very similar capacity effects between bluish ͑+BY2͒ and yellowish ͑−BY2͒ stimuli under the same adaptive level except at longer times. However, rows (B) and (C) indicate marked differences between each opposite pole. Regarding the latter, changing from (A) to (C), that is, from +BY2 to BY1, the adaptation level in the red-green axis diminishes (red, from +20 to +8) but rises in the yellow direction (from −7 to −70) so that row (C) shows that bluish stimuli (BY1) present supercapacity effects at any time t and thus a total dominance over yellowish ones ͑−BY2͒. A similar effect but to a lesser extent is observed in row (B). Replacing −BY2 with BY3, we find that the chromatic adaptation changes from red to green (from +20 to −10) but from yellow to marked blue (from −7 to +152). The net effect is that yellowish stimuli (BY3) present supercapacity effects at any time t in relation to the bluish ones ͑+BY2͒. Therefore, the asymmetries found in the VRT integrated hazard functions by changing the chromatic adaptation level selectivity within each oppo- nent system suggest the existence of separate chromaticdetection mechanisms described in terms of red, green, blue, and yellow systems acting at different capacity levels at suprathreshold conditions.
31,32
C. Integrated Hazard Functions at Isoluminance
DISCUSSION
We have used reaction times as an experimental paradigm to examine the temporal properties of contrast detection after chromatic adaptation along the cardinal directions of the color space [red-green or L − M and blueyellow or S − ͑L+M͒ axis]. We used chromatic stimuli matched in luminance over a spatially coincident, steady reference stimulus on a dark background to produce the isolation of the chromatic channels and to measure VRTs at isoluminance. 8, 14, 21, 25, [38] [39] [40] By varying the reference stimulus, the chromatic-adaptation level was changed in each color axis. Thus, the adaptation site, the transientsustained activity, and the capacity level presented by the chromatic mechanisms were examined using two types of analysis.
A. Expected Mean Values
Our results corroborate that the magnitude of VRT changes in relation to the color axis selected, to contrast changes in accordance with Piéron's law, and to changes in the chromatic-adaptation level (see Fig. 2 ). 8, 21, 22, 24 The R 2 values found lead us to conclude that Piéron functions fit each individual L − M axis (RG1, RG2, and RG3 separately) better than a mix of all VRT data (analogously for the S axis: BY1, +BY2, −BY2, and BY3 separately). Since Piéron's functions were scaled in RMS cone-contrastthreshold units, on the basis of our data we conclude that the mean VRTs in the L − M or in the S axis cannot be explained in terms of cone-specific contrast-adaptation mechanisms (first adaptive stage), and thus there is at least a second opponent adaptive stage in the red-green and also a separate one in the blue-yellow system, as proposed by previous authors. [15] [16] [17] [18] 42 The dependency of mean VRT on RMS cone contrast provides new signs of the structure presented by these postreceptoral adaptive stages. Models of mean reaction time have established the serial-stage hypothesis for detection of different processing levels. That is, in the simplest case, VRT as a random variable can be divided as a sum of two random variables, VRT= D + R, where D and R denote the decision and the residual latency, respectively, the former associated with the visual process, the latter including nonvisual delays such as the motor processing time. 19, 20, [52] [53] [54] The importance of the serial-stage hypothesis lies in the possibility of discovering different levels of processing because the mean reaction time is a sum of the component-stage durations without considering possible 19,20,52 Regarding Piéron's law (Eq. (2)), the basic stage model asserts the existence of at least two levels not only in one but in a group of mean reaction times over a range of contrast values: the minimum or asymptotic term VRT 0 plus the contrast-dependent term k / C. Chromatic adaptation should influence one or both stages, providing more information on the pattern of its effects. Regarding the L − M pathway, changes in the chromaticadaptation level influence the minimum VRT 0 (JA, a range of 70 ms; MC, 51 ms) as well as the contrastdependent term k / C according to the values found for the slopes k (JA, a range of 209 msϫ normalized contrast units; MC, 540 msϫ normalized contrast units). This corroborates the existence of a second postreceptoral adaptive stage expressed by k / C and also a third stage sensitive to chromatic adaptation in terms of VRT 0 , with both stages being polarity dependent (red or green variations). With respect to the S pathway, similar results were found in the contrast-dependent term k / C (JA, a range of 877 msϫ normalized contrast units; MC, 1721 ms ϫ normalized contrast units). However, the influence of chromatic adaptation in the minimum VRT 0 was only residual (JA, 24 ms; MC, 14 ms), suggesting the existence of only a second polarity-dependent adaptive stage (blue or yellow variations). Webster and Mollon 8 found no influence of chromatic adaptation in the minimum VRT 0 for both L − M and S − ͑L+M͒ axes. However, it should be noted that in their study the level of adaptation did not vary within each cardinal direction, so that these effects were not examined. Therefore, the results found at the mean level suggest that contrast detection after chromatic adaptation depends on the existence of separate postreceptoral processes at suprathreshold conditions defined in terms of the red, green, blue, and yellow poles. 4, [9] [10] [11] 
B. Hazard Functions
The analysis of VRT distributions using the hazard functions h͑t͒ and their corresponding integrated hazard function H͑t͒ confirms previous analyses. The comparison of two hazard functions under different experimental conditions can enable an ordering in h͑t͒ at any time t and thus an ordering in H͑t͒, which results in an ordering of their expected mean values. [33] [34] [35] 49 This enables us to examine the relationship between mean reaction times, chromatic adaptation, and contrast changes at isoluminance in terms of transient-sustained mechanisms and their processing efficiency, mapping their capacity level to complete the task by means of the integrated hazard function H͑t͒. [49] [50] [51] Previous works have found that isoluminance mechanisms behave as a quasi-sustained system, presenting a weak transient response to stimulus onset for near-threshold intensity stimuli. 25, 28, 29 Our results confirm the same behavior at low RMS cone-contrast values in the red-green [see Fig. 3(A) ] and in the blue-yellow systems [see Fig. 3(B) ] for different chromatic adaptation levels. However, at marked suprathreshold contrast changes, our results reveal that the activity in the transient system is enhanced in relation to the sustained ones. Thus, not only the L − M but the S hazard functions present a peaked, high-tailed form with a well-defined, transient-sustained structure operating together in a parallel process [see Figs. 3(A) and 3(B) ] similar to the qualitative behavior found in the luminance axis. 19, 25, 31, 32 Consequently, in each confusion line a total dominance in h͑t͒ is found at any time t; therefore the capacity level improves and mean reaction time decreases as the RMS cone contrast increases as described in previous studies. 22 Our results suggest that both transient and sustained systems are sensitive to the chromatic-adaptation level at least on the L − M axis, thus corroborating the existence of two separate postreceptoral adaptive stages [see Fig.  3(D) ]. To check the possibility of luminance intrusions in our experimental configuration, we tested the validity of the procedure used (i.e., the hue-substitution method). Simple reaction times found from stimuli selected along red-green (RG1) and blue-yellow ͑+BY2͒ confusion lines at isoluminance were compared with those obtained by adding two additional luminance step changes of +1 cd/ m 2 and +2 cd/ m 2 in each isoluminance stimulus. At isoluminance, we found that mean reaction time decreased as the intensity of the signal increased [see Figs. 2(A) and 2(B)]. However, the results indicate that the luminance channel masks the chromatic activity at a luminance intrusion of 2 cd/ m 2 (see Fig. 6 of Ref. 21) . That is, reaction times were shorter and no contrast dependence was found as in previous works. 21, 25, [38] [39] [40] At 1 cd/ m 2 the influence of the luminance channel was less prominent and the VRT versus RMS cone-contrast dependency was still valid. Therefore, an additional luminance step change of more than 1 cd/ m 2 on the equiluminance match might mask the activity in the isoluminant channels. For both observers, the heterochromatic flicker-photometry method provided luminance matches of less than 1 cd/ m 2 in all the cases examined, so the standard procedure used to measure reaction times at isoluminance minimized transient luminance intrusions.
These results support the notion that reaction times at isoluminance reflect the existence of physiological differences in the chromatic-detection properties presented by the retino-cortical magnocellular (M), parvocellular (P) and koniocellular (K) pathways. 21, 22, 25, [28] [29] [30] The M-cells carry signals from L and M cones, P-cells carry the difference between L and M cones, and the K pathway compares S-and ͑L+M͒-cone signals. M-cells have much higher achromatic sensitivity than P-cells and present a relatively transient response. P-cells, on the other hand, respond better to hue changes with a relatively sustained activity, having slower visual response latencies.
2,3,55-58 A sluggish S-cone response originates in the V1 cortical area in relation to the L − M opponent signal. 59 The existence of a transient component in the L − M hazard functions [see Fig. 3(A) ] is compatible with the red-green system's ability to gain a temporal advantage from magnocellular units. 30, 60, 61 At low RMS conecontrast values, the activity in the transient component is minimized so that the red-green system behaves as a quasi-sustained mechanism. 25, 28, 29 If we compare the L − M versus the S-cone mechanism's fixing the chromatic adaptation and the RMS cone-contrast level, L − M and S hazard functions do not present a clear dominance [see Fig. 3(C) ]. Different hazard rates at high times ͑t Ͼ 500 ms͒ are attributable to the activity of different sustained channels in both red-green and blue-yellow mechanisms. 31, 32 However, the pattern found was not sufficient for us to deduce shorter reaction times, so that the L − M was, on average, no faster than the S-cone mechanism. Reid and Shapley 56 found that blue-on cells respond to both luminance and cone-isolating stimuli but showed the most sustained activity in relation to M and P cells, whereas Chatterjee and Callaway 62 concluded that the magnocellular pathway received inputs from S-cone signals. The existence of a transient component in the S hazard functions [see Fig. 3(B) ] suggests that M cells can also contribute to the blue-yellow system's response at low spatial frequencies to color modulation. 56 Thus, both chromatically opponent systems might share a single transient channel [see Fig. 3(C) ] or a limited number of transient channels that funnel a fast detection process in reaction-time tasks at isoluminance (see Fig. 4 ). The analysis of the integrated hazard functions H͑t͒ as a measure of the capacity level to complete the task reveals that, on the basis of our experimental configurations, the red-green system presents supercapacity [a higher H͑t͒] but only at short time intervals in relation to the blue-yellow ones (see Fig. 5 ). The influence of the polarity of the signal on H͑t͒ under different chromaticadaptation cases supports the analysis made at the mean level suggesting the existence of asymmetries in each opponent mechanism and thus different detection mechanisms (red, green, blue, and yellow) [see Figs. 6 and 7] . Regarding the red-green system, reddish (RG3) presents supercapacity effects over greenish stimuli (RG2) for most of the reaction times if the adaptation level diminishes in the blue-yellow direction (yellow, from −70 to −7) and rises in the red pole (from +8 to +20), changing from RG1 to RG2 [see Figs. 6(A) and 6(B)]. A counterpart effect but in the opposite sense is found in the blue-yellow system. The blue signal (BY1) presents supercapacity effects, raising the adaptation level in the complementary color (yellow, from −7 to −70) and diminishing the adaptive stage in the red-green axis [red, from +20 to +8; see Figs. 7(A) and 7(C). A similar case was found for the yellow signal; see Figs. 7(A) and 7(B)]. For the red-green case, two alternatives are possible. First, in accordance with adaptive orthogonalization among cardinal mechanisms, 18 the lowering of the adaptive stage in the blue-yellow axis will not improve the sensitivity in the orthogonal red-green axis, so that raising the adaptation level in the red case will invoke an inhibitory or sustained effect in the green system. However, the role of S signals in color vision suggests that a lower adaptation level in the yellow system (−70 to −7) might influence the orthogonal red-green axis in a selective way by lowering green more than red activity, so that raising the adaptation level in the red pole will have a residual effect or none at all in the green integrated hazard function. A similar rectification process to separate the cardinal color axis from lateral geniculate nucleus to the striate cortex is proposed in the color-vision model of De Valois and De Valois 4 and De Valois et al. 9, 10 at the complex cell level. In the blue-yellow case, the results are compatible with a pole opponent adaptation effect. De Valois et al. 4, 9 found that S-cone signals add to the appearance not only of green as in the above case but of blue and yellow and slightly to red, doubling the S contribution at the cortex level. 10 Thus, an increase in the yellow adaptation level will involve a higher S contribution, which is subtracted from L-and M-cone signals to produce yellow but added in the blue case so that H͑t͒ will markedly increase despite the lower adaptation level in the red direction (similar in the blue case).
CONCLUSION
Our results extend previous work on chromatic adaptation at suprathreshold conditions using reaction times as the temporal parameter. 8, 21, 22, 24 We find the existence of separate postreceptoral adaptation mechanisms within each opponent system [L − M or S − ͑L+M͒ axis]. The structure presented by these mechanisms can be considered to be distributed along the time axis [15] [16] [17] by means of a transient-sustained system that depends on contrast and chromatic adaptation or, rather, a quasi-sustained system. The results found are compatible with the existence of separate detection mechanisms in terms of red, green, blue, and yellow detectors. 4, [9] [10] [11] However, more studies are needed to clarify their role and their transient-sustained activity in color vision. Finally, our findings confirm the usefulness of simple reaction times at isoluminance to study the properties of contrastdetection mechanisms after chromatic adaptation.
